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Abstract. The purpose of this work is to give a unified compactness lemma for solving quasilin- 
ear elliptic problems. In particular, we we this lemma to solve elliptic problems with me-es 
as data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If one wants to solve a nonlinear P.D.E, say P[u, Du] = T, one can consider an approximate 
problem P,[u,, Dun] = T,, , where T, converges to T. One of the main difficulties due to the 
nonlinearity, is to get a strong convergence of the derivatives Du, in an appropriate space. 
Here, we propose a compactness lemma for a class of operators P[u, Du] = Au + F(u, Du) 
where F is a nonlinear map and A is a general Leray-Lions operator. More precisely, we 
assume that Au = -div(ir(z, u, &A)), w h ere the vector valued function ti satisfies: 
(1) ti is a Caratheodory function from R x W x RN into RN such that there exist cr > 0, 
c > 0, and for all elements E in R, all u in R and all < in RN: 
qx7 UT<) . t L fx w, l<p<oo, 
I~(~,%r)l 5 c(14p-1 + lW + so(z)), with as in LP’(n), 
(2) For all elements z in R, all u in R and all c,C in RN: 
2. THE COMPACTNESS LEMMA 
LEMMA 0. Let u, be a sequence of WilP(Q) having the following properties: 
(i) There exists q, 1 < q 5 p, such that u, remains in a bounded set of WA*q(Sl), un 
converges to u (weakly, pain twke). 
(ii) For every k > ko > 0, the sequence 2,” = [k - (k - junj)+]sign(un) remains in a 
bounded set of WASP(n), as n goes to infinity. 
(iii) For all k > k0 > 0, there exists a real function ok such that, for all .5 in [0,&k], .?k > 0, 
we have: 
with lima,_0 By = 0, and .zk = [k - (k- I u ])+]sign(u). 
Tlren u, converges to u in W,““(Q)-strong for all s in [l, q[. 
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We can now apply 
following problem: 
(P){ 
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3. APPLICATION 
this lemma for various problems. For illustrating this, consider the 
Find u in IV,‘,‘(Q), [Dz1[P-r in L-‘(Q), satisfying: 
AU = p in o’(Q), TV = 0 on da. 
Here, /J is a bounded Radon measure on R. 
Consider f,, in D(a), ]f,,]i 5 c, and fn converging to p in D’(Q). It is known that there 
exists at least one function 21, in IV,“p(fl), solution of Au, = fn, un = 0 on 8R. 
We then have the following a priori estimates: 
LEMMA 1. There exist constants cg > 0, ck > 0, such that: 
(1) Ja ]D~]p/(l+ ]z1,))l+’ dx 5 ~6, for all 6 > 0. 
(2) s, Ik;IPdt 5 ck, for d k > 0. 
Assuming that p > 2 - (l/N), the first statement leads to the following estimate: u,, 
remains in a bounded set of IJV~‘~(R) f or all q in ]l,qc = N(p- l)/(N - l)[. We will assume 
that un converges to some function 21 (weakly, pointwise). 
To fulfill the last condition iii) of Lemma 0, we consider the function S,, defined by 
SE(t) = t if ItI 2 E, and E sign(t) otherwise. Using S,(u, - zk) as a test function, we get: 
J qx, u,, Dun) * D(& - %k) dx < CE. lu,-X*IIE 
Then, using Lemma 0, we have that Au, converges to Au in o’(n). We have shown: 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 2 - (l/N) < p < N. Then there exists at least one solution u of 
(P). 
Problem (P) has been treated by other authors under stronger hypotheses (see [1,2]). Here 
a complete generalization is given, we can also solve the corresponding inequality. Details 
are given in [3] for elliptic problems and in [4,5] for p arabolic problems. Complements on 
regularity can be found in [6] and [7]. 
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